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Formation of the liquid state of lusters with pairwise intera tions between atoms is examined within the framework of the void model, in whi h ongurational ex itation of atoms results from formation of voids. Void
parameters are found from omputer simulation by mole ular dynami s methods for Lennard  Jones lusters.
From that standpoint, phase transitions are analyzed in terms of two aggregate states. This information allows
us to divide the entropy jump during a solidliquid phase transition into two parts: one orresponds to ongurational ex itation at zero temperature and the other arises from thermal vibrations of atoms. The latter
part ontributes approximately 40 % for Lennard  Jones lusters onsisting of 13 and 55 atoms, in reasing to
56 % for bulk inert gases. These magnitudes explain the validity of melting riteria based on thermal motion of
atoms, even though the distin tive me hanism of this phase transition results from ongurational ex itations.
It is shown that the void on ept allows analyzing various aspe ts of the liquid state of lusters in luding the
existen e of a limiting freezing temperature below whi h no metastable liquid state exists, and the existen e
and properties of glassy states that may exist below the freezing limit.
PACS: 61.20.Gy, 61.25.Bi, 61.43.Fs, 64.70.Dv

1. INTRODUCTION

Clusters, being systems of relatively small nite
numbers of bound atoms, dier from ma ros opi
atomi systems in several properties. Their solid states
are hara terized by sharp, nonmonotoni dependen e
of their population on the number of omponent atoms.
The most striking aspe t is the o urren e of magi
numbers that orresponds to ompleted atomi shells,
often of polyhedra rather than latti es. In experiments,
these favorable stru tures exhibit heightened populations and stabilities, see, e.g., [13℄. In the subsequent
analysis, we fo us on lusters with pairwise intera tions
between atoms. In this ase, the pairwise hara ter and
magnitude of the intera tion means that the intera tion
energies between atoms of a luster are small ompared
with a typi al ele troni ex itation energy. This riterion is valid for lusters of inert gas atoms and lusters of mole ules typi ally found in a gaseous state under normal onditions. (It does not hold for ovalently
bound lusters or metalli lusters.) We onsider the
* E-mail: smirnovoivtran.iitp.ru

phase hange of lusters between the solid and liquid
states and examine how it diers in prin iple from the
traditional melting/freezing transition in ma ros opi
systems. Indeed, the phase transition in ma ros opi
systems pro eeds by a sharp step in spe i properties, and hen e, in lassi al thermodynami s, there are
phase transitions of the rst and se ond orders [49℄,
depending on the behavior of the derivatives of spei thermodynami al quantities. In the luster ase,
omputer simulation exhibits oexisten e of the solid
and liquid phases [1013℄ over some nite temperature and pressure band that makes the phase hange
of lusters ri her than for ma ros opi systems, and,
in a sense, makes the lassi al thermodynami lassiation of phase transitions, based on spe i dis ontinuities, inappli able here, even while the basi laws of
thermodynami s remain ompletely valid. Be ause of
the oexisten e of aggregate states in the phase hange
of lusters, dividing the phase transitions into sharply
divided types loses its sense.
The phase transition is a olle tive phenomenon
that results from simultaneous intera tion of many
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atoms. Therefore, simple analyti al one-parti le models are not suitable for its analysis. In onsidering the
phase hange in lusters, we use the results of omputer
simulation for lusters whose atoms intera t through
the Lennard  Jones potential. We fo us mainly on the
liquid state of these systems, whose properties depend
monotoni ally on the number of luster atoms, in ontrast to the solid state, whi h exhibits its irregular dependen e (with magi numbers) on the number of luster atoms. As a result of melting, the rystalline distribution of atoms is lost, and the liquid state has more
or less amorphous stru ture, although a shell-like distribution of atoms may be onserved to some degree.
The aim of this paper is the analysis of some properties of liquid luster systems on the basis of appropriate
models. In onstru ting our model, we must take the
spe i s of the luster liquid state into a ount. In
general, this an follow from the probability of the total kineti energy of luster atoms held at onstant energy, for example, as was done in [11℄ for the Lennard 
Jones luster of 13 atoms. Here, this probability has a
bimodal form in a range of internal energies near the
state of lassi al melting, i.e., where the hemi al potentials of the solid and liquid states are equal. (For
onvenien e, we here refer to this state as the melting
point.) The two maxima of this distribution and their
vi inities orrespond to two aggregate states, solid and
liquid.
In modelling a large liquid luster with pair intera tions between atoms by a spheri al liquid drop, we take
into a ount that atoms in this aggregate state o upy
a larger volume than in the solid state. Then we an
onsider the luster's transition from solid to liquid as
a result of formation of voids inside the luster [14℄. We
onsider a void as an elementary onguration ex itation. A void is a perturbed, even a relaxed, va an y;
in ontrast to a va an y in a solid, a void has an indefinite volume and shape that hanges in time. On the
basis of omputer simulation results, we nd the average void parameters as they emerge for ma ros opi
inert gases [1519℄ on the basis of their measured parameters. This allows us to analyze various aspe ts of
the phase transitions in ondensed inert gases as well
as in Lennard  Jones lusters.
Introdu tion of a void as an elementary onguration ex itation is in reality a simpli ation of a general
analysis of the potential energy surfa e of an ensemble of intera ting atoms [20℄. In a multidimensional
spa e of atomi oordinates, the potential energy surfa e for an atomi ensemble with pairwise intera tions
onsists of many potential wells separated by saddles
[13; 2124℄. Evolution of this ensemble is des ribed by
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saddle- rossing dynami s [23℄. In parti ular, a luster is found near a minimum of the potential energy
long enough to equilibrate its vibrations; transition to
a neighboring minimum typi ally pro eeds relatively
slowly by omparison [25℄. (Of ourse, if there are
minima separated by low barriers, equilibration among
these may o ur on the same time s ale as vibrational
relaxation, and an be treated appropriately.) First,
this leads to a short-range, short-duration order for any
amorphous stru ture of atoms, be ause ea h onguration of atoms is preserved for a relatively long time
(su h that the atomi kineti energy is not very large).
Se ond, this allows us to introdu e an average void by
averaging parameters over times that ex eed the typi al
vibrational period but are shorter than typi al well-towell passages. This allows us to separate onguration
ex itation that is responsible for the phase transition
from vibrational ex itation asso iated with an in rease
of the kineti energy of the atoms. This fa t is of importan e for the analysis of the phase transition.
We note that the phase hange in lusters is ri her
and more ompli ated than in bulk systems. In parti ular, the sharp onset of a liquid state is absent for
Lennard  Jones lusters of 8 and 14 atoms (and others) [26℄; these are examples of systems that do not
show bimodal distributions of kineti energies on time
s ales of vibrational relaxation. In addition, large lusters an exhibit several aggregate states asso iated with
melting of various atomi shells [27, 28℄. Below, we fous on lusters with ompleted atomi shells and onsider melting of surfa e shells. In these ases, the melting pro ess is learer and more easily distinguished.
First, be ause the surfa e shell ontains a onsiderable
fra tion of the luster's atoms, the statisti al weight of
ongurationally ex ited states with voids in the surfa e shell is relatively large, as is the entropy of transition to this state. This leads to a stable liquid state
for the surfa e layer of these lusters, as well as a state
omposed entirely of liquid. Next, in ontrast to the liquid state of bulk systems, where a void diers learly
from the va an y in a solid, a surfa e void in a notso-large luster an be onsidered a perturbed va an y.
For example, the energy of formation of a void in the
liquid state of a bulk inert gase is approximately half
the energy of formation of a va an y in the solid state
of a bulk inert gas [1517℄. In the ase of lusters under onsideration, the energy dieren e of formation
of surfa e va an ies and voids is not very large, and
hen e a void an be onsidered a perturbed va an y.
This fa ilitates the analysis.
Be ause some on epts of lassi al thermodynami s
of ma ros opi systems are not valid for lusters, it is
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ne essary to revise some of those on epts in order to
apply them to lusters. In parti ular, the phase of an
aggregate state is dened in lassi al thermodynami s
as a uniform distribution of atoms that is restri ted by
boundaries. From the standpoint of the void on ept,
this means that the liquid aggregate state as a ongurationally ex ited state has to ontain many elementary
ex itations  voids. To transfer this on ept to small
lusters, it is ne essary to revise the denition, to be
done in what follows.
The void on ept gives a su iently detailed pi ture of the liquid aggregate state, in omparison with
lassi al thermodynami s, and allows us to resolve its
apparent paradoxes. As an example, we onsider the
riterion of the phase transition for ma ros opi systems. A ording to the widely used Lindemann riterion [29, 30℄, bulk melting pro eeds at the temperature at whi h the ratio of the atomi os illation amplitude to the distan e between nearest neighbors rea hes
a ertain value (1015 %). Development of numeri al
methods for omputer luster simulation gave new variants of this riterion of luster melting on the basis of
the Etters  Kaelberer parameter [3133℄ or Berry parameter [12, 34℄; these a ount for pair orrelations in
positions of atoms. These parameters have jumps at
melting and, as with the Lindemann riterion, are onne ted with thermal motion of atoms, even though the
melting results from ongurational ex itation. Hen e,
there is an apparent ontradi tion between the nature
of the phase transition in ensembles of bound atoms
due to ongurational ex itation and the pra ti al riteria for this transition based on thermal motion of
atoms. The subsequent analysis of numeri al parameters of this phase transition exhibits the resolution of
this apparent ontradi tion.
Although vibrational ex itation of nite and innite numbers of bound atoms that hara terizes thermal motion of atoms is separated from onguration
ex itation that is responsible for the phase transition,
thermal motion of atoms gives a ontribution to the entropy jump S at the melting point, be ause the solid
state is more ompa t than the liquid aggregate state.
Ree ting just the thermal (kineti energy) part of the
entropy jump, the vibrational parameters nevertheless
simultaneously hara terize the phase transition. By
exhibiting the onne tion between the ongurational
and kineti -energy aspe ts, the void analysis justies
applying the melting riteria based on thermal motion
of atoms.
The goal of this paper is the analysis of Lennard 
Jones lusters with ompleted shells from the standpoint of the void on ept. This onsists in obtaining
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the void parameters from treatment of numeri al omputer al ulations and in the analysis of these data to
onne t the two kinds of ex itation.

2. CHARACTER OF CLUSTER
CONFIGURATIONAL EXCITATION

We onsider an ensemble of intera ting atoms in
whi h the ground ele troni state is well separated from
ele troni ally ex ited states, and these ex ited states do
not partake in evolution of the atomi ensemble, i.e.,
development of this system an be des ribed in terms
of motion on the potential energy surfa e (PES) in a
multidimensional spa e of nu lear oordinates, and this
PES orresponds to the ele tron ground state. The
PES has many lo al minima, whi h was dis overed in
rst numeri al al ulations of the luster energy at zero
temperature for a simple hara ter of atomi intera tions [3537℄. Early algorithms that made oversimplifying assumptions about the potential lands ape led to
underestimations of the number of minima, but with
in reasing the omputing power, more elaborate methods made it possible to explore these lands apes fairly
thoroughly and to obtain plausible estimates regarding the dependen e of the number of minima on the
number n of atoms in the luster. For Lennard  Jones
lusters, the number of geometri ally distin t minima
in reases somewhat faster than exponentially with n;
there are roughly n! permutational isomers of ea h of
these, and hen e the total number in reases roughly
as n! exp(an) [21; 3639℄. As a result, luster evolution
onsists of transitions between neighboring lo al minima of PES that orrespond to saddle- rossing dynami s [13; 2224℄. This on ept is a basis for investigation
of various ensembles of intera ting atoms, from simple
lusters to biologi al mole ules [20; 24℄.
The hara ter of transitions between neighboring minima of PES is given in Fig. 1, whi h shows
s hemati proje tions of a PES on planes in the spa e
of atomi oordinates where only the oordinate related
to a spe i transition between two lo al minima of the
PES varies. (These planes are dierent for ea h transition.) Energy levels for ea h well indi ate an average
atomi energy along the oordinate of the transition.
Be ause this energy is signi antly less than the barrier
height, su h transitions pro eed seldom, only when the
kineti energy of atoms in the transition degree of freedom ex eeds its average energy adequately. Hen e, the
system has many os illations inside a given well until it
transfers to another lo al minimum of the PES. Then
1284
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Fig. 1. The evolution of an ensemble of atoms in the
ground ele tron state as the propagation of a point in
the phase spa e of atomi oordinates resulting from
transition between neighboring lo al minima of the potential energy surfa e

identifying a given lo al (but not global) minimum of
the PES as a ongurational ex itation of the system
of intera ting atoms, we an separate it from thermal
motion asso iated with atomi os illations. This allows
us to onsider the ongurational ex itation independently of vibrational ex itations and is the basis of the
following analysis. Moreover, taking a realisti assumption that a typi al time of establishment of the thermodynami equilibrium for thermal motion of atoms is
short ompared to a typi al time of transition between
lo al minima of the PES, we an introdu e the temperature of thermal motion of bound atoms for ea h
onguration ex itation.
We use an approa h based on the assumption of a
large number of lo al minima on the PES. In parti ular,
the Lennard  Jones luster of 13 atoms is hara terized
by 1478 lo al minima and 17357 saddle points of the
potential energy surfa e [22℄; early estimates found only
988 lo al minima [35, 36℄. As noted above, the number
of geometri ally distin t lo al minima in reases roughly
exponentially with in reasing the number n of atoms
in the luster [20, 21, 38℄. We onstru t an aggregate
state from ongurationally ex ited states. Restri ting
ourselves to the lo al minima of the PES that are o upied with a nonnegligible probability in a range of
luster temperatures under onsideration, we join the
lo al minima with similar ex itation energies into one
aggregate state. Be ause of the large number of su h
lo al minima, the aggregate state is hara terized by a
large statisti al weight and, orrespondingly, by a large
entropy, and hen e the probability for a luster to be
found in this aggregate state may be onsiderable, even
when the ex itation energy is signi antly less than kT .
Below, we illustrate this denition of the luster aggregate state with examples.

Fig. 2. The hara ter of the lowest ongurational ex itation in the i osahedral luster onsisting of 13 atoms
at zero temperature

3. CONFIGURATIONAL EXCITATION OF THE
ICOSAHEDRAL CLUSTER OF 13 ATOMS

Dividing luster ex itations into two parts, ongurational and vibrational, we onsider these parts independent. Next, for ongurational ex itation, we use
the void model, onsidering this ex itation as a result
of formation of voids. Then we an express the parameters of the phase transition and other luster properties through the parameters of forming voids. We restri t ourselves to lusters with ompleted shells, whi h
simplies this analysis be ause a void, an elementary
ongurational ex itation, is in reality a perturbed vaan y.
We start the analysis of ongurational ex itation
from the simplest luster with ompleted shells that
has the i osahedral stru ture and onsists of 13 atoms.
In the lowest-energy state, its rst (and only) shell is
lled. Congurational ex itation of this luster onsists
in transition of one atom from the surfa e shell to the
luster surfa e as shown in Fig. 2. After formation of a
va an y on the luster shell, the atoms around the vaan y are distributed over a larger spa e due to thermal
motion, and the promoted atom moves over the luster
surfa e more freely than any of the other atoms. As a
result of the ongurational transition, an ex ited luster state has the statisti al weight g and the additional
entropy S0 given by
g

= 12  15 = 180; S0 = ln g = 5:2:

(1)

Here, the value 12 is the number of shell atoms, any
of whi h an be promoted, and 15 is the number of
positions for a promoted atom if it is not in a site bordering the new va an y. It is important that thermal
motion of atoms gives a ontribution to these values
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near the melting point be ause of the free motion of
bound atoms in this ongurationally ex ited state.
We now determine energeti parameters of this
transition. In the ground state, ea h surfa e atom of
this i osahedral luster has ve atoms from the surfa e shell and the entral atom as nearest neighbors.
The pairwise intera tions therefore yield six bonds
to these atoms. When this atom is lo ated on the luster surfa e, it has only three nearest neighbors. Then
the energy of this atomi transition onto the hollow
between three atoms on the luster surfa e is roughly
equal to 3D, where D is the energy needed to break
one bond. (We assume atoms to be lassi al, and hen e
the depth of the potential well D for the two-atom intera tion oin ides with the disso iation energy of a
diatomi mole ule.) Next, if a surfa e atom is transferred to a neighboring position on the luster surfa e,
it retains two bonds between nearest neighbors as it
makes the transition between neighboring hollows on
the luster surfa e. Hen e, for this transition, an atom
must over ome the barrier whose magnitude is roughly
1D. Figure 3 gives the energies of these states at zero
temperature and the values of barriers that separate
them for the Lennard  Jones intera tion potential between atoms [40℄. We see that the dieren e between
the data in Fig. 3 and the above values is not substantial. Hen e, our onsideration of an elementary ongurational ex itation, a void, as a perturbed va an y is
justied.
Figure 3 gives the energies of these states at zero
temperature and the values of barriers that separate
them [40℄. As a result of ongurational ex itation, an
atom transfers from the shell of 12 atoms, as shown in
Fig. 2. For this transition, an atom must over ome a
barrier; likewise, transitions to other positions on the
luster surfa e are a ompanied by over oming energeti barriers. In reasing the energy fa ilitates transitions between dierent stable positions on the luster surfa e, as well as ex hanges between a ongurationally ex ited atom and another one. All ongurationally ex ited states with promotion of one atom
are onne ted in the liquid state, and hen e the system
may nd all permutations among the atoms of any attainable stru ture. This follows from the data in Fig. 3.
Thus, all the ongurational states with one atom promoted from the outer shell omprise the lowest-energy
ex ited aggregate state.
We now analyze the hara ter of ongurational exitation of this luster in the phase oexisten e range
where thermal motion of atoms inuen es the transition parameters. We base this on the results of omputer simulation of the Lennard  Jones luster of 13
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atoms [11℄, in whi h this luster is onsidered a member of a mi ro anoni al ensemble [41℄, i.e., the total
luster energy is onserved during the luster's evolution. In a parti ular band of energies, the probability
distribution of the total kineti energy (or mean kineti
energy per atom) of the luster be omes the bimodal
distribution, whi h onrms the existen e of the aggregate states in the dynami equilibrium in this ase
(solid and liquid). Therefore, in this range, we an
treat the results of omputer simulation [11℄ in terms
of a dynami equilibrium of two aggregate states. This
was fullled partially in [4244℄, and we give the results
of this treatment below.
We now give general formulas of this onsideration
in whi h the results of numeri al al ulations are ompared with simple formulas that ree t a simple onept. For the lassi al motion of bound atoms inside the
luster, we represent the energy E of a luster onsisting of n atoms, with a pair intera tion between them,
in the form
E

=U +K =

X
i;j

mX

( )+ 2

u rij

i



dri
dt

2

:

(2)

Here, U is the total potential energy, K is the total
kineti energy of atoms, u(rij ) is the pair intera tion
potential between atoms at a distan e
rij

=r

i

rj ;

where ri and rj are the atomi oordinates, and m is
the atomi mass. This formula is the basis of our analysis of luster omputer simulations. We onsider the
properties of two terms of this formula, taking into a ount that thermal equilibrium is usually established
for atomi vibrations. This allows us to introdu e
the atomi temperature T , with the motion of atoms
treated as that of a set of harmoni os illators. The
luster temperature is dened from the relation

= 23 nT;

(3)

 !  D:

(4)

K

where n  1 and the total kineti energy of atoms
is averaged over times mu h longer than the period
of atomi os illation. A typi al os illation time  for
atoms an be expressed through the Debye frequen y
!D as
1 ~


D

We note that for a mi ro anoni al ensemble, this denition of the ee tive temperature, although useful and
widely hosen, is not the only one, and dierent denitions are not equivalent [45℄.
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Fig. 3.

The energy and barrier positions for the lowest ongurational ex itations of the Lennard  Jones luster onsisting
of 13 atoms a ording to [40℄

The global minimum of the potential energy surfa e
of this luster has the stru ture of a regular i osahedron, and it orresponds to the luster's ground state,
its equilibrium state at zero temperature. Transitions
from the global minimum to other lo al minima of the
potential energy surfa e for a 13-atom luster are responsible for the phase transition to the liquid aggregate state. Figure 3 gives the energies of the lowest
ongurationally ex ited states of this luster at zero
temperature and the values of barriers that separate
them [40℄. As a result of ongurational ex itation, an
atom transfers from the shell of 12 atoms, as shown
in Fig. 2. At high temperatures, the lowest ongurationally ex ited state is the liquid aggregate state,
whi h is to be justied below.
The energy of an isolated luster of 13 atoms in the
energy range where both solid and liquid may be stable
an be represent as
E

=

E0

+ E = U + K = E + U + K
ex

k
sol

sol

k
liq

liq

;

k
rea h Uliq
required to produ e the labile liquid aggregate state. The values in this formula are averaged over
times that ex eed a typi al time of atom os illations but
are less than a typi al transition time between luster
aggregate states. Within the framework of this onsideration, we join energeti ally similar lo al minima of
the luster potential energy into one aggregate state,
assuming the transitions between lo al minima of the
same aggregate state to be more ee tive than transitions between states that belong to dierent aggregate
states. In other words, we assume that the system, although liquid, explores the lo al minima available to
it far more frequently than it returns to the solid with
whi h it is in the dynami equilibrium on long enough
time s ales.
We introdu e the ee tive temperature for a given
aggregate state of the luster on the basis of a formula
transformed from formula (3):

(5)

where E0 is the binding energy of luster atoms at zero
temperature, Eex is the ex itation energy, Ksol and
Kliq are the total kineti energies of atoms for the solid
k
k
and liquid luster states, Usol
and Uliq
are the average
potential energies of the luster for the k th lo al minimum of the potential energy surfa e, and E is the
average ex itation energy above the energy needed to

T

= 3n2 6 K = 233K ;

(6)

where n = 13 is the number of luster atoms, and the
energy fra tion  related to the kineti energy of atoms
is
sol

= KE

sol
ex

;

liq

=E

Kliq

ex

E :

(7)

If atomi motion is a ombination of harmoni os illators, we have  = 0:5. Anharmoni ity of the os illations
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E = K (E K) =

η

sol

LJ13

=E
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Fig. 4. The dependen e on the ex itation energy for the
energy part related to the kineti energy of atoms for
an isolated Lennard  Jones luster of 13 atoms. This
value is identi al for the solid and liquid luster states.
The arrow indi ates the ex itation energy of the phase
transition wsol = wliq

typi ally leads to a de rease of this value, and  (Eex )
de reases with an in rease of Eex . Treatment of the
results of omputer simulation [11℄ for this luster by
the method in [43℄ gives the dependen e  (Eex ) that is
represented in Fig. 4. We note that

( ) =  (E )

sol Eex

liq

ex

within the limits of the result a ura y, while this quantity has dierent values for the solid and liquid states
at identi al temperatures. This value starts from

(

 Eex



high energies, high-frequen y phonons in large

lusters and solids,

may have negative anharmoni ities. For su h systems, this line
of reasoning requires further s rutiny. But for

lusters of at least

several hundred atoms, it is a valid assumption that the anharmoni ity redu es the spa ing of the relevant modes as the energy
in reases.

1



= 2:49  0:05:

(8)

S = T E = 8:6  0:2:

(9)

S0  0:6:
S

(10)

m

m

Comparing this with the entropy jump S0 of the luster at zero temperature a ording to formula (1), we
nd
m

Thus, the dierent hara ter of atom motion in the
solid ompa t aggregate state and in the liquid aggregate state with its sparser distribution of atoms inreases the entropy jump.
An isolated luster, viewed as a mi ro anoni al ensemble of atoms, is hara terized by two temperatures
if it an be found in two aggregate states only. These
temperatures are determined by formula (6) for ea h
aggregate state, and ignoring the anharmoni ity, whi h
gives  = 0:5, we use formula (8) to obtain the dieren e of the atomi temperatures Tsol and Tliq of the
solid and liquid aggregate states near the melting point:
Tsol

1) Some modes, notably bending modes in mole ules and, at

ex

Kliq
Ksol

Comparison of formula (8) with the data in Fig. 3 for
the ex itation energies at zero energy shows that the
dieren e of these energies is not signi ant. In ontrast to this, the ratio of the energy of void formation
for bulk inert gases to the va an y energy formation is
approximately one half. The energy of void formation
at the melting point Tm = 0:29D allows us to nd the
entropy jump of the bulk system at the melting point

= 0) = 0:5;

where the system an be des ribed in terms of harmoni
os illators and de reases monotoni ally with in reasing the ex itation energy be ause of the in reasing role
of anharmoni ity of the dominant stret hing modes1) .
Hen e, the parameter  hara terizes the inuen e of
the anharmoni ity in atomi motion of an isolated luster as the ex itation energy in reases.
From these data, we have the ex itation energy of
the luster liquid state,
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Tliq

= 233E  0:15D:

(11)

Figure 5 gives the values of these temperatures for the
Lennard  Jones luster of 13 atoms as a fun tion of the
luster ex itation energy, and these data follow from
treatment of the omputer simulation results [11℄ for
this luster. Along with these temperatures, we an
introdu e the ongurational luster temperature Tef
that follows from the equilibrium between the solid and
liquid luster states a ording to the formula
wliq
wsol

= exp

 E
 F 

=
exp
+

S ; (12)
T
T
ef

ef

where wsol and wliq are the respe tive probabilities for
the luster to be found in the solid or liquid states and
F is the free energy jump at melting. The ongurational temperature is determined by populations of
the solid and liquid aggregate states. Figure 5 gives
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the dependen e of the ongurational temperature on
the luster ex itation energy. The ongurational temperature tends to the solid temperature in the limit of
low temperatures, and to the liquid temperature in the
limit of high temperatures.

4. CONFIGURATIONAL EXCITATION OF THE

separate its resonan e part, the peak due to the
phase transition. A ording to formula (5), we have
E

=

E

T

sol

sol

liq

liq

wliq ;

liq

sol

sol

liq

sol

(14)

(15)

We rst onsider the Lennard  Jones luster of 13
atoms in a thermostat. We note that the anharmoni ity
of atomi os illations ae ts the degree of the ongurational ex itation. Indeed, be ause the anharmoni ity is greater for the liquid than for the solid luster,
the density of vibrational states in reases faster with
energy than does that of the solid, and therefore the
average potential energy for the isothermal liquid luster is higher than that for the solid. If the melting
temperatures for the isolated and isothermal lusters
are approximately equal (as they are for lusters of a.
100 atoms or more), we nd a spe ial ex ess hange
of the luster's potential energy in the isothermal ase
that does not appear in the onstant-energy ase. Taking the melting point Tm = 0:29D for both ases and
the orresponding kineti energies at this temperature
to be

( ) = K (T )  2:9D;
we nd the ex ess ex itation energy E as a
Ksol Tm

liq

m

hange
of the average potential energy per atom given by
0

E = E + K ((TT ))
 1
+ K (T ) (15:3D)
liq

liq

(13)

where T is the luster temperature (whi h oin ides
with the thermostat temperature), E is the energy of
ongurational ex itation, S is the entropy jump as
a result of melting, and F is a hange of the free energy. The parameters of the phase transition E and
S determine the behavior of the luster heat apa ity,
whi h we onne t with the luster heat apa ity that
an be al ulated from omputer simulations. Using
the average kineti energy of atoms for ea h aggregate
state, we hara terize ea h of those states by the mean
potential energy, i.e., we ignore the broadening of the
energy of ea h luster state due to u tuations.
We rst determine the luster heat apa ity and

+ Ew + K

= K + Ew = K + E 1 +p p :

0

T

wsol

sol

p

= 1 + p;
 F 



E
p = exp
= exp S
;
wliq

+ K

and be ause the luster is in a thermostat, Ksol = Kliq .
Assuming that sol = liq , we obtain the average luster energy a ording to formula (14),

ICOSAHEDRAL CLUSTER OF 55 ATOMS

We onsider a luster as a member of a anonial ensemble [41℄, when it is maintained under isothermal onditions. Experimentally [4649℄, this ondition
an be rea hed when lusters are lo ated in a gas of
light (usually, helium) atoms that ollide with lusters
and metalli walls maintained at a ertain temperature.
Collisions establish the wall temperature for ea h luster if the typi al time for equilibration to a gas temperature as a result of ollisions with the atomi heat bath
is short ompared to a typi al dwell time of the luster
in ea h aggregate state. As earlier, we assume the existen e of the two aggregate states [4244℄ and use the
dynami oexisten e of phases in lusters [11; 5052℄
within a temperature range; in other words, we assume
that part of the time, the luster is found in one aggregate state and in the remainder, it is found in the
other. In addition, while the luster is in ea h aggregate state, vibrational equilibrium is established [25℄,
and hen e the temperature of bound atoms for ea h
aggregate state oin ides with the thermostat temperature if the luster is in a anoni al ensemble [41℄. In
this ase, the probability wliq that the luster is found
in the liquid state is given by the formula [18, 43, 44℄

E0

sol

m

m

m

( ) = E +
( )
1  = 3:1D;
 (11:7D)
Ksol Tm
sol Tm

(16)

where E = 2:5D is the energy dieren e for aggregate states of an isolated luster at the melting point.
We here assume that the anharmoni ity parameter  is
identi al for both aggregate states of an isolated luster,
and its dependen e on the ex itation energy is given in
Fig. 4. Next, the dependen e of the temperature of a
given aggregate state on the ex itation energy is represented in Fig. 5, and, as indi ated in formula (16), the
ex itation energies of isolated lusters orrespond to the
temperature 0:29D for ea h aggregate state. Therefore,
the anharmoni ity of the solid aggregate state under
isothermal onditions is higher than that for an isolated luster, whereas for the liquid state, we have a
dierent relation between these values. As a result, the
1289
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To a ount for the temperature dependen e of the
entropy jump, we represent it as

T /D
0.36

S = S0 + aT;

configuration
temperature
0.32

0.28
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where S0 is the entropy jump at zero temperature.
At the melting point, this gives

average
temperature
solid
temperature

liquid
temperature

0.24

a

melting point

0.20
6

8

10

12

14

16

18
Eex /D

C

=

liq

= d (K dT= ) = d (K dT= ) ;
sol

liq

sol

liq

dp
= (1+Ep)2 dT
= E (1 +p p)2 
 S E  S 2 1
 ddT
+ T 2 = 2 4 S0S

2
Ew )
= d (dT
= TE2 (1 +p p)2 :
liq

(17)

S0 = 2S

2
2
= 4TE2 = 4S :
m

m

4C
S

max
res

:

m

:

(23)

(24)

We now use this formula for the Lennard  Jones
luster of 55 atoms. As our basis, we take omputer
simulations of this luster in [28, 55, 56℄, whi h give the
parameters hara terizing the phase transition within
the ranges

E = 15  1;

Tm
D

= 0:31  0:01;

max
Cres

= 650  50:

From this, we have

S = T E = 48  5:
m

m

(25)

(18)

On the basis of formula (24), we have

(19)

The large un ertainty here makes this result relatively
uninformative. We need a way to do better.
We now determine the entropy jump at zero temperature from another standpoint. The energy of formation of one va an y at zero temperature an be found
by omparing the total binding energies of atoms "55
and "56 for the Lennard  Jones lusters of 55 and 56
atoms. On the basis of al ulations in [57℄ for "55 and
"56 , we have [43℄

We here assume that the energy of ongurational ex itation E and the entropy jump S are independent
of the temperature. Formula (19) leads to the maxmax
imum Cres
at the melting point Tm dened in this
ase as p(Tm ) = 1. We have
max
Cres

m

Be ause numeri al al ulations by the mole ular dynami s method allow one to determine the heat apa ity maximum, this relation an be used for evaluating
the entropy at zero temperature as

S0 = 36  15:

and the resonan e part of the heat apa ity is
Cres

(22)

m

where the rst term hara terizes the luster's heat apa ity in the absen e of the phase transition,
C0

Tm

S0 ;

m

isothermal phase transition requires a greater hange
of potential energy than that at onstant energy, due
to intera tions between atoms for the Lennard  Jones
13-atom luster. Due to the anharmoni ity, the energy
hange for an isothermal luster ex eeds that of the
isolated luster approximately by 20 %.
We next analyze the temperature dependen e of the
heat apa ity under isothermal onditions. We represent the luster heat apa ity in the isothermal ase
as [53, 54℄
Ew )
= C0 + (dT
;

m

max
Cres

Temperatures of the Lennard  Jones luster of
13 atoms depending on the ex itation energy (the temperatures of the solid and liquid aggregate states, average transversal temperature, and onguration temperature)

d

= S

where Sm is the entropy jump at the melting point.
On the basis of formulas (13) and (19), we obtain the
resonant part of the heat apa ity:

Fig. 5.

dE
dT

(21)

(20)

" = "56
1290

"55

= 2:64D
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at zero temperature. The dire t al ulations for lower
ex itations of this luster [58℄ lead to the minimal exitation energy 2:63D. The proximity of these values
onrms that an ex ited atom transferred onto the luster surfa e an be treated as being well removed from
the va an y from whi h it ame. Evidently, the energy
of void formation, the relaxed form, is less than the
energy " of formation of the initial va an y. This implies that the number of atoms leaving the body of the
luster to form voids is
v

 E"  5:

(27)

v
m

v
C42
;

where m = 80 vl is the number of positions on the
luster surfa e for transition of atoms from the outermost luster shell. This formula implies that the entropy jump at zero temperature is

S0 = 28:5  0:3
S0 = 31:6  0:4
S0 = 32:3  0:7

for v = 5;
for v = 6;

for v = 7:

Thus, the entropy jump at zero temperature depends
weakly on the number of transferred atoms, and the
average value of the entropy jump at zero temperature
is

S0 = 31  2:

r

2
S = 4S0 + 16S0 + 2C
m

(28)

One an see that this value is well within the range in
formula (26). Be ause the a ura y is higher in this

max
res

;

(29)

and on the basis of formula (28) and the al ulated
maximal heat apa ity
max
Cres

we obtain

= 650  50;

S = T E = 45  2:
m

m

Taking the number of voids in the liquid state of the
Lennard  Jones luster of 55 atoms to be v = 57, we
determine the entropy jump at zero temperature S0
as we treat the solidliquid transition to be a onsequen e of transitions of atoms from the outer luster
shell onto its surfa e. Be ause of the i osahedral stru ture of this luster, its outermost shell onsists of 42
atoms, and there are 80 positions with 3-atom hollows on the surfa e for atoms promoted from the outer
shell. A new va an y on the luster edge or surfa e has
l = 6 neighboring atoms, and a vertex va an y has only
l = 5. Therefore, if v atoms transfer onto the luster
surfa e, then vl bonds are lost in the luster surfa e
for atoms transferred to any of the 80 positions on the
luster surfa e if we assume that v transferring atoms
on the luster surfa e do not border va an ies on the
luster shell. From this, for the ongurational ex itation of the luster at zero temperature, we nd the
entropy jump that results from v atoms moving from
the outermost shell,

S0 = ln C

ase than in formula (26), we use formula (24) for determination of Sm . Then formula (24) gives

(30)

This result, together with its validity range, is onsistent with formula (25), but we now have a result
with greater pre ision and presumably with greater a ura y. Thus the analysis of omputer simulations of
these lusters by mole ular dynami s allows us to determine some thermodynami al parameters of the phase
transition within the framework of a simple s heme.
Below, we analyze these results together with the miros opi nature of the phase transitions.
5. CHARACTER OF PHASE TRANSITIONS IN
SIMPLE ENSEMBLES OF BOUND ATOMS

The nature of the orderdisorder phase transition
for an ensemble of bound atoms may be understood
on the basis of the latti e model (see, e.g., [6, 59, 60℄).
Within this model, atoms are lo ated at sites of a rystal latti e and intera tion o urs only between nearest
neighbors. Then the ordered state is a ompa t distribution of atoms, whi h leads to a maximum number of
bonds between nearest-neighbor atoms, and the disordered state with a random distribution of atoms orresponds to a maximum entropy and to a loss of some
of the bonds between nearest neighbors that o ur in
the ordered state. The phase transition between these
states pro eeds by a stepwise hange of the total atomi
binding energy and the entropy of the evolving distribution. This orderdisorder phase transition models the
solidliquid phase transition for an ensemble of bound
atoms, with the ordered state being analogous to the
solid state and the disordered state analogous to the
liquid state. Be ause this phase transition involves a
hange of the atomi onguration, the passage to the
disordered state o urs by ongurational ex itation of
the system. One an see that the latti e model for
ongurational ex itation of su h a system is a simplied void model, in whi h a void is onsidered equivalent to a va an y and additional assumptions are used.
Thus, the on lusions following from the latti e model
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generally apply also to the void model of onguration
ex itation.
In onsidering a phase hange of lusters, we invoke
a ertain hierar hy of times for establishment of the
various equilibria along the path to the overall transition. We now exhibit the validity of the hierar hy of
times in lusters that was the basis of the argument.
We assume that a typi al time to establish thermal
(vibrational) equilibrium in lusters, 0 , is short ompared to a typi al time of transition between aggregate states. Roughly, we have 0  1=!D , where !D is
the Debye frequen y. To estimate the time needed for
an atom promoted to the luster surfa e to move from
one position to another or to its ground-state lo ation,
we assume for simpli ity that all atom positions are
separated by identi al barriers. Moreover, we take the
barrier height to be U0 = 0:56D, as it is at zero temperature (see Fig. 3), even though a temperature in rease
leads to a de rease of these barriers. A transition of
an atom in a three- onta t hollow on the luster surfa e may pro eed in one of the three dire tions through
a triangular transition state, joined there to two nearest neighbors. With  denoting the transition time to
a neighboring position on the luster surfa e, we nd
the mean transition time to the ground state to be 9 .
Thus, under these assumptions, we infer that transitions between dierent ongurational states pro eed
faster by an order of magnitude than a transition from
the surfa e to a va an y in the outer shell, normally
o upied in the solid state. This allows us to join all
the dierent ongurational ex itations for promotion
of one atom from the outermost shell onto the luster
surfa e in one liquid aggregate state.
We now estimate the time  of transition between
neighboring positions on the luster surfa e on the basis of the Frenkel model [61℄, a ording to whi h the
transition o urs if the atomi os illation energy exeeds the barrier height. Assuming for simpli ity that
the barrier has an axial symmetry, we take it in the
form
2

( ) = U0 + 21 ddU2 2;

U 

where  is the distan e from the point of the barrier
minimum in the saddle plane. From this, we nd the
transition rate


Z
1
1
2 d exp
=
0 4R2
0
1

=

T
d2 U
R2 2
d

2

( ) =

U 
T

exp



U0
T



;

(31)

òîì
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where T is the urrent temperature and R is the distan e between an atom and the saddle point. Taking
d2 U
d2

 RD2

for an estimate, we obtain

= 1  500
(32)
at the melting point T = 0:29D. Thus, the hierar hy


m

of times is as we used above.
Consequently, we have three typi al times that are
of importan e near the melting point, where the rates
of the phase transition in both dire tions are similar. These times are the time 0 of equilibrium establishment for transversal degrees of freedom, during
whi h a denite vibrational temperature is established
depending on the aggregate state; the typi al time
 for transition between neighboring ongurationally
ex ited states; and the typi al time of transition between aggregate states. The last is the longest one,
but during the time  , an equilibrium is established
within the liquid state. This ree ts the lability of that
state. We note that from the standpoint of void formation, the ase of a 13-atom luster is spe ial be ause
the liquid aggregate state involves formation of only
one void in this ase. For larger lusters, the time of
transition between the aggregate states is in reased in
omparison with times of transition between neighboring ongurationally ex ited states. We demonstrate
this for a 55-atom luster, assuming that the number
of voids v = 6 is the optimal one for the liquid state.
This means that the total probability for the luster to
be in any of the ongurationally ex ited states with
v = 5 is less than for v = 6, and for v = 4 is still less
than that for v = 5. To rea h the solid aggregate state
starting from the liquid, this luster must pass through
ongurationally ex ited states with small probabilities
of o urren e, and hen e, in most histories, the luster
returns to its initial liquid state many times and eventually rea hes the other, solid aggregate state. This
means that a typi al time of transition between aggregate states is very long ompared with the time for
passage between neighboring ongurationally ex ited
states, parti ularly in the ase of large lusters. Thus,
the dynami oexisten e of phases in lusters pro eeds
su h that the vibrational temperature is established
fast, next an equilibrium is established between ongurationally ex ited states of the liquid phase, and then
the phase transition an pro eed during longer times.
At zero temperature, the va an y and the relaxed
void be ome equivalent if we negle t the va an yatom
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Parameters of melting for atomi lusters and ma ros opi inert gases

Tm =D

E=D
(T T )=T
S0
S
S0=S ; %
sol

liq

m

m

m

LJ13

LJ55

bulk inert gases

0.29

0.31

0.58

2.5
0.22
5.2
8.6
60

16  1
0:31  0:02
31  2
48  4
65  10

0:98n
0.56

0:73n
1:68n
44

intera tion. Real parameters of voids take this intera tion into a ount, and hen e the relaxation has its
ee t on the thermal motion of atoms upon ongurational ex itation. Of ourse, the lower the temperature,
the less is the ongurational ex itation and the less is
the vibrational ex itation as well. Evidently, the separation of the ongurational ex itation from thermal
vibrations of atoms that we have used is valid only at
low to moderate temperatures, and is better for lusters with ompleted outer shells than for others. Therefore, we use the void on ept primarily for lusters with
omplete shells, su h as those onsisting of 7, 13, 19,
55, 147, : : : atoms. In these ases, there is a solid
liquid oexisten e region of temperature and pressure
within whi h the probability distribution of the total
kineti energy is distin tly bimodal [11, 26℄ for an isolated luster. The o urren e and persisten e of these
two aggregate states allows us to use the approa h of
two aggregate states [44℄, whi h is an analogue of the
solid and liquid aggregate states for bulk systems. We
note that in reality, several types of ongurational exitations an be observed that orrespond to ex itation
of dierent luster shells [27, 28℄.
Next, for some lusters with in omplete outer shells,
thermodynami ally stable states of ongurational exitation are absent, in parti ular, for lusters onsisting of 8 and 14 atoms [26℄, be ause only a small entropy (and free energy) jump separates the states; this
is mu h the same situation as o urs with ex ited states
of atoms with open shells. Therefore, the real behavior
of ex itations of open-shell lusters with pair intera tions may be more ompli ated than that within the
framework of the void model of a luster with two aggregate states. Nevertheless, this model is useful for
understanding and des ription of the lusters with a
pairwise atomi intera tion.

The table presents some parameters for the liquid
states of Lennard  Jones lusters onsisting of 13 and
55 atoms, whi h we obtained from the analysis of the
results of mole ular dynami s omputer simulations.
In this table, LJn is a luster onsisting of n atoms
with the Lennard  Jones intera tion potential, D is the
depth of the potential well, Tm is the melting point,
E is the phase transition energy for an isolated luster at the melting point, Tsol and Tliq are the ee tive
(kineti -energy-based) temperatures of the solid and
liquid states for an isolated luster at the melting point,
and S0 and Sm are the respe tive entropy jumps for
the phase transition at zero temperature and the melting point. In determining the dieren e Tsol Tliq , we
assume the heat apa ity for ea h aggregate state to be
given by the Dulong  Petit law.
In the table, we also in lude the parameters of bulk
inert gases onsisting of n atoms, whi h were found
[1517; 19℄ on the basis of measured parameters of ondensed inert gases and are averaged over lassi al inert
gases (Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe). Then the redu ed entropy jump
in inert gases near the triple point is

S

m

=n

= 1:68  0:03

[18, 43, 62℄. Considering the entropy jump at zero temperature as a result of va an y formation in a solid, we
then obtain

S0 = ln C + = n ln n +n v + v ln n +v v ;
v
n

v

(33)

where n is the number of atoms in the system, v is the
number of va an ies, and Cnv+v is the number of ways
to remove v atoms from the initial latti e ontaining
n + v atoms. For ondensed inert gases [1517; 19℄, we
have
n=v

whi h gives

= 3:12  0:01;

S0=n = 0:73

as in luded in the table.
It follows from the data in the table that in all the
ases under onsideration, the atomi thermal motion
makes a very large ontribution to the entropy jump at
the melting point. This ee t is very important be ause
it holds down the temperature of the phase transition or
even makes it possible at all, in prin iple. In addition,
the thermal ontribution to the entropy jump an solve
the paradox of the phase transition, whi h we now onsider. In pra ti e, it is onvenient to use the Lindemann
riterion [29, 30℄ for the melting point of an ensemble
of bound atoms. A ording to this riterion, melting
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starts if the ratio of the amplitude of atom os illations
to the distan e between nearest neighbors rea hes a
value in the range 0.100.15. With omputer modelling
of lusters, more pre ise riteria of the phase transition
were introdu ed, using the orrelations in positions of
two luster atoms. In parti ular, this orrelation fun tion an use the Etters  Kaelberer parameter [3133℄
or the Berry parameter [12, 34℄. These parameters are
proportional to the mean u tuation of the distan e
between two atoms, whi h, similarly to the Lindemann
index, falls into dierent ranges for the solid and liquid
states; this dieren e allows us to distinguish a luster's
state. These parameters are onne ted with thermal
motion of atoms, while the melting, i.e., the lability of
the liquid, results from ongurational ex itation of an
ensemble of bound atoms.
One an see an apparent ontradi tion between the
nature of the phase transition that we attribute to ongurational ex itation and the pra ti al riterion signifying this transition, whi h is based on thermal motion
of atoms. This ontradi tion disappears when we a ount for the inuen e of thermal ex itation on the entropy of this transition in a ordan e with formula (21).
The se ond part of this formula a ounts for the apparent paradox of the thermal motion in the entropy jump,
and hen e, if we understand the origin of the paradox,
the amplitude-based riteria of the phase transition beome natural. The nature of this term results from
the lower density of atoms in the liquid state and from
the asso iated larger entropy of the atomi vibrations.
Naturally, the entropy jump due to vibrations of atoms
in reases with in reasing the temperature. Thus, although the method of al ulation separates ongurational ex itation from the thermal motion of the bound
atoms, the latter gives a ontribution to the entropy
hange of the transition.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The void on ept for ongurational ex itation of
ensembles of bound atoms is the basis for their analysis. This on ept follows from a general approa h of
lo al minima of the potential energy surfa e for an ensemble of intera ting atoms [20℄; a simplied version of
this approa h allows us to analyze the results of luster
omputer simulations by mole ular dynami s. On the
basis of this analysis, we an understand some aspe ts
of the behavior of ensembles of bound atoms at the
phase transition in detail. In parti ular, there is a differen e in the transition parameters for an isolated luster at onstant energy and a similar luster in a thermostat. The entropy jump of the phase transition in ludes
two ontributions, both of whi h are important: the
thermal, virational motion of atoms (be ause the solid
state is hara terized by a more ompa t distribution
and orrespondingly by a lower entropy than the liquid
aggregate state at this temperature) and the ongurational ex itation that introdu es the voids, providing
the basis of the uidity of the liquid. The thermal
ee t in the entropy jump at the phase transition provides the validity of melting riteria based on thermal
motion of atoms, whereas the nature of the phase
transition onsists in the ongurational ex itation.
The void on ept for ongurational ex itation of
ensembles of bound atoms, interpreted with the help
of the results of omputer simulations and thermodynami parameters of ondensed inert gases, gives
a deepened understanding of the phase transition in
these ensembles.
This paper is supported in part by the RFBR (grant

 03-02-16059). R. S. B. wishes to a knowledge the

support of a Grant from the National S ien e Foundation.

We on lude that be ause thermal motion of atoms
gives a signi ant ontribution to the entropy jump,
this ee t improves onditions of the phase transition
or an even be a required ondition for the phase transition. When we onsider a bulk system of bound atoms,
we base our argument on the model in whi h the liquid
state is formed from the solid state by removal of internal atoms. Then the system relaxes to the liquid state
by shrinking, su h that va an ies of the rystal latti e
are transformed into voids. The entropy of this ongurational ex itation follows from this intermediate state
with va an ies, and the void on ept [14℄ des ribes the
phase transition. Using the void on ept for the analysis of the phase transitions allows one to understand
its nature more deeply.
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